
FLY@UP's top 
success tips 

to graduate on time 
Think carefully before dropping

modules.

Make responsible choices with

your time and work consistently.

Aim for a good semester mark.

Sometimes all you have to do is

seek help. Speak to your FSAs and

peer advisors.
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Visit flyatup's social media for more 

FLY@UP hosted its first virtual support event on 25 August
This is what students had to say...

Online Kumospace Support Event

FEEDBACK GIVEAWAY!

I enjoyed the casual nature of the event! I got to ask 'silly questions' that
usually feel too silly to send an email about. It is great how dynamic the
event is ... The extras ... such as grabbing a coffee and using the white

board made it feel like a video game, which made it so much fun.
 

I loved the uniqueness of it, it felt so real like I was somehow on campus
again yet online. 

 
I loved the way the advisors were so friendly and accommodative and the

fact that the advice they gave us was actually quite relevant and
informative on which I can apply on the my life and the course I am doing.

The Student Career service was the one I actually enjoyed more than the
others

 
The music was great as it added to the overall ambiance. The games and
how they allowed you to play against real people was also very refreshing.

I enjoyed being able to talk to people in a new and fun way. Where we
could all appreciate that the other was still adapting to the platform, yet

make the most of it. Everyone I spoke to was friendly and welcoming and I
even received an invite to be taught how to play chess. These are just of the

things I loved.


